FABRIC MULTIPURPOSE
TM
MASK
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Composition:
Elastic double layer raschel fabric
Polyamide 6.6
Elastan (Lycra)
Weight

81%
19%
14g

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Fully designed and engineered by Cifra spa, each piece, made in multi filament yarn, has the
following features:
- double layer fabric
- ladderproof
- no seams in contact with the skin
- antiviral & antibacterial treatment- Viroblock (washable at 40° and reusable 15 times)
- water repellent treatment- Eco Dry (washable at 40° and reusable 15 times)
Thanks to its composition and to the high content of elastane (Lycra), this mask perfectly adheres to
the face, covering both nose and mouth.
This product has met Oeko-text Standard 100 class II.
DIMENSIONS:
One size

Warp-masks are filtering masks for the daily exclusive use of the community; they can also be used in
working environments, always respecting interpersonal safety distance, as regulated by recent DPCM.
Warp-mask is certified as a Medical Device and has the CE mark it is not a DPI. Sanitary use is
precluded.
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SALES CONDITIONS:
1) In the absence of a specific negotiations, the sale of goods will be performed at prices normally
applied by Cifra S.p.A. for equivalent lots and quantities.
2) All sales contract costs and additional costs, including packaging and transport, as well as the
emission of bank orders and drafts, even if they are not included in the contract, unless otherwise
indicated, will be borne by the Buyer.
3) Delivery of the goods should be, unless agreed to the contrary, from the Cifra S.p.A. plant (Ex
works), if the goods have to be transported from one location to another, Cifra S.p.A. will be free
from any obligations by handing over the goods to the carrier, even if special contract conditions
state that the transport costs are to be borne by the sender. Once the goods have been delivered to
the carrier, all risks are therefore transferred to the Buyer and consequently every action with the
carrier. The Buyer’s obligation to pay the price within the period defined remains.
4) Cifra S.p.A. will not accept returns unless previously authorised.
5) Considering that Cifra S.p.A. has the specific duty of supplying the textile products with constancy
in terms of their chemical and physical characteristics with regards to the data and tolerances related
to composition of the yarn and the parameters of wearability specifically indicated in the technical
documents, order confirmations and in the relative contractual documents, the Buyer should report
any possible faults or deformities of the goods within eight days from receipt, including sealed
products, undertaking the burden of immediate controls in terms of the quality of the goods received.
6) Cifra S.p.A. will not undertake any responsibilities for possible alterations deriving from further
transformation activities of its products .That may be performed by the Buyer: he will not be
responsible for any alterations that the products may suffer due to the environment according to
where they are stored and how they are stored, limiting its guarantee to compliancy of the
characteristics indicated in the technical documents and/or indicated in the order confirmations. Each
assessment related to suitability of the products with regards to the use desired or request and
compatibility with transformation and processing that will be subsequently performed, as well as their
method of preservation will be borne exclusively by the Buyer.
7) The goods supplied by Cifra S.p.A. will be considered suitable and compliant with the purchase
order if any possible deformities compared with the composition of the yarn and/or the wearability
parameters agreed, or indicated in the technical documents, have a tolerance of +/- 5% related to
each single order, while any faults found not exceeding 3% of the quantity of the goods of each
single order will be considered free from any possible faults: variations will be tolerated in the number
of garments as long as it does not exceed 3% compared with the total number ordered. Furthermore,
variations of +/- 1% between the quantity invoiced and the quantity delivered will be tolerated.
8) The delivery date of the goods supplied by Cifra S.p.A. will be the date of delivery of the goods to
the carrier in the Cifra S.p.A. plant (Ex works), such date will coincide with the date indicated in each
order confirmation and should be considered purely indicative.
9) The Buyer frees Cifra S.p.A., and Cifra S.p.A. consequently declines any relative responsibility that
may arise towards third parties, with regards to the execution and/or reproduction and use on behalf
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of the buyer of the factory brands or names or logos, wording, drawings etc on products made and
supplied by the Seller and on the relative packaging, therefore committing the Buyer to relieve Cifra
S.p.A. from any possible action on any level made by third parties.
10) For any other controversy related to the interpretation and execution and/or termination of the
contractual relations between the Buyer and Cifra S.p.A. and related to the supply of the products
according to this document, the Court of Law of Monza, the detached section of Desio, will be
considered competent. The stipulation or emission of bills, drafts, transfers or bank receipts will not
go against the principle of exclusivity of the competent place of jurisdiction in settling controversies
between

Verano Brianza, 16 aprile 2020

Cifra S.p.A.

The Client declares to have read the data sheet of the product and to be aware of the technical
features of the product and of terms of sale, the context of which he/she approves, and also declares
that the purchase is done to meet personal need.
The Client therefore undertakes not to resell to third parties the purchased product.
Date …………………………………

Customer …………………………………………………..

Pursuant to articles 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code, the Customer stated that he had read
and approved the clause relating to the prohibition of resale to third parties of the masks purchased
from Cifra Spa and the clause relating to the exclusion of the responsibility of Cifra Spa for the
absence of certification.

Date …………………………………

Customer …………………………………………………..
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